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C H A P T E R  1 

Mediterranean hot pot
Summer holidays usually conjure up pleasant 

memories – not least of culinary treats whose differ-
ent aromas in different surroundings in different 
climes and with different company have made all 
kinds of lasting impressions on our brains. We appre-
ciate variety with every fibre of our being and go to 
great lengths to experience it. Variety demands multi-
plicity, and multiplicity is impossible without differ-
entiation.

This edition of bergsicht explores the idea of 
multiplicity. In recent developments in Europe, and 
in events far further afield, we have identified a wide-
spread drive towards greater differentiation and di-
versity that flies in the face of the trend, 
all-too-apparent for years, towards standardisation, 
generally accepted norms and procedures, “best prac-
tice” and the communitisation of every imaginable 
issue. Here, as ever, our aim is not merely to idly play 
one development off against another, but to reflect on 
possible consequences.

Did the minestrone we enjoyed on vacation ex-
hibit multiplicity? Or the paella? Perhaps the bouilla-
baisse? Or, for those with a preference for slightly 
further-flung holiday destinations, the goulash? While 

all these triumphs of peasant cuisine are cooked and 
served in a single pot, the fondness with which we re-
call such creations is invariably greater if the ingredi-
ents were readily identifiable; whereas homogeneous 
slops, reminiscent of the leftovers soup that was occa-
sionally dished up on Friday lunchtimes during mili-
tary service – and which we disparagingly referred to 
as “The Week in Review” – are best forgotten.

In the following pages, as we ponder a Europe 
that has had new multiplicity forced upon it – we shall 
investigate moves towards re-nationalisation both 
here and elsewhere in the world and examine the im-
pact of this phenomenon on the capital markets that 
finance the global economy – we would hope never to 
lose sight of the fine distinction between mystery 
gruel and an original dish in which the unique 
character of each ingredient is allowed to shine 
through; whenever aggregates – instruments that 
make perfect economic sense and are indispensable 
from a cost perspective – threaten to turn to mush 
because of overzealous homogenisation, counter-
vailing forces will begin to stir.

C H A P T E R  2

St. Juncker and St. Schulz
Amidst the flood of opinion pieces on the Brit-

ish people’s fateful decision to leave the European 
Union (EU), attempts to step back and consider 
things sine ira et studio – as one of those historical 
events that tend to crop up from time to time – have 
been notable only by their absence. In such a review, 
the rage and sorrow – or indeed joy and schadenfreude 
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– of those involved would no longer function as a de-
terminant of the situation but would instead have to 
submit to analysis like everything else. The intensity 
of the feelings and arguments aired in this public vote 
has been remarkable, and the current mood as the 
dust begins to settle might best be described as sullen 
and resentful. After the Brexit die had been cast – in, 
nota bene, the orderly form of a democratic referen-
dum – the otherwise dispassionate Economist epito-
mised prevailing prejudices and the rush to judgment, 
baldly announcing that pandemomium had broken 
out in the United Kingdom; both the cover and the 
contents of its first post-vote edition proclaimed   
“Anarchy in the UK”.

We are left with the question of which analyti-
cal instruments might best be used to address such a 
hot topic with the requisite sang-froid? There has been 
no dearth, either before or after the referendum, of 
commentary on the economic costs and benefits to 
European co-existence of various models, but the ac-
companying calculations have been notoriously 
sketchy – and hardly explain either the depth of feel-
ing articulated by both Bremainers and Brexiteers or 
the irreconcilability of their positions. The reasons 
for this mutual disaffection – which, incidentally, is in 
evidence right across the continent of Europe, includ-
ing its heartland in Switzerland – must sit very deep 
indeed. Even the post-Brexit fear among London’s    
jeunesse dorée that the hedonistic life they enjoy from 
Lesbos in the Med to Lewis in the Hebrides might be 
at risk cannot fully account for the yawning gulfs laid 
bare between young and old, town and country, pur-
ported “progressives” and so-called “conservatives”.

Careful consideration of what has transpired, 
and in particular of the attendant circumstances 
threat ening European cohesion, lead us to conclude 
that an approach incorporating the history and soci-
ology of religion might prove fruitful. European unity 
and its real-world structures could be seen as an at-
tempt at founding a “church” (albeit one based on a 
pseudo-religion) and the United Kingdom’s now set-
tled will to leave the EU could be viewed as recu sancy. 
Confessions of constancy to the “church”, its doctrine 
and its dogma – whether uttered explicitly or implied 
with Jesuitical casuistry and thus just as palpable – 
were as much common cant among the vast majority 
of the Bremain commentariat as the readiness, bor-
dering on hypocrisy, of the priests and Levites of 
Brussels to imply that they were now willing to em-
bark on all and any reform that might be required. By 
insinuating that the paradiso terrestre is nigh (a few tiny 
tweaks is all it will take…) and decrying as heresy any 
misgivings about the success, let alone the ultimate 
sense, of the wider European project, the eurocrats 
have sought (amid apocalyptic threats) to spell out the 
lack of any alternative to the primrose path that has 
been taken. This complete denial of reality in the run-
up to elections next year that may yet tip large por-
tions of the European continent over the edge is 
staggering. Our favourites amongst the Brussels cleri-
sy include Presidents Juncker, of the European Com-
mission, and Schulz, of the European Parliament; 

while both prate piously of greater democracy and the 
grassroots, one suspects they would rather see the (di-
rectly expressed) democratic will of the British elec-
torate declared anathema and consigned to the flames.

By the same token, all the ghastly gaffes and un-
truths spouted by the Brexiteers can hardly be other-
wise explained (but in no way excused) than by a 
resolute intent to bring about schism and iconoclasm 
– a desire to be rid of the old and force in the new. The 
incendiary battle cry “take back control”, while natu-
rally problematic in an increasingly interdependent 
world, has nonetheless cut to the heart of the matter, 
both then and now.

All these attitudes, both those of the Brussels 
bigwigs (with their insufferable vicars on Earth) and 
those of the rampant iconoclasts, are – and this would 
have to be one focus of any theological take on the 
matter – altogether logical and consistent if one con-
siders the pseudo-religious value system underpin-
ning the “church” that has arisen in Europe: namely, 
the doctrine that social, political, economic and cul-
tural unity is desirable, achievable and sustainable. It 
is desirable to the extent that it pulls the rug from be-
neath the violent altercations that have dogged and 
defined European history for centuries; even in the 
face of its glaring structural shortcomings, the EU as a 
“project of peace” derives much of its internal legiti-
mation from the pledge that, thanks to its existence 
(and because of it and only it), war will never again 
have to be waged in Europe. This is indeed a great and 
portentous promise and an end that – yea verily – 
justi fieth all manner of means. And to this extent, the 
many professions of faith concerning the continued 
existence of the EU, though the heavens fall, are en-
tirely understandable, especially when uttered by rep-
resentatives of the nation that has visited more 
disaster and misery upon the continent than any oth-
er; such a perspective lends weight to the EU’s apoca-
lyptic choice of words. 

Unlike a real religion, whose beliefs focus on 
the realisation of its promises and presciences in the 
hereafter, the pseudo-religion of the EU “church” is 
failing to deliver in the here and now, not only because 
of the theoretical impossibility of the egalitarian sub-
strate it regards as axiomatic but also – and this has 
been the case for some years now – the empirical 
proof of this impossibility. Social equality is neither 
practicable nor sustainable; given the high costs in-
volved, any attempt to achieve it is undesirable and, 
paradoxically, would place the much-vaunted and hal-
lowed peace project at considerable risk. In a chapter 
entitled The Mirage of Social Justice in the second vol-
ume of his trilogy Law, Legislation and Liberty, the phi-
losopher Friedrich August von Hayek expounds at 
length on the theoretical impossibility of social pro-
jects whose ultimate objective is contrived equality; 
he maintains that any attempt at constructivist egali-
tarianism, exemplified by the futile efforts to balance 
out differences in productivity that have been under-
way in the EU for years, would require perfect knowl-
edge of its prerequisites; this has proved a bridge too 
far, even in the age of Big Data with its dramatically 
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improved and refined statistical modelling. Disregard 
for Hayek’s findings on the part of the European intel-
ligentsia and the ongoing dominance of French-in-
spired constructivism are at the heart of the tragedy 
of a European Union whose reach has ever exceeded 
its grasp in its desire for the unattainable.

Control slips away when the impossible is at-
tempted. The banking crisis (which, by the way, has 
been back like a bad penny since the end of June), the 
sovereign debt crisis and the refugee crisis have all 
supplied empirical proof that, while you can muddle 
along for quite a while and create the illusion of stabil-
ity – of a solution-orientated mindset, even – the in-
convenient truths that undermine belief in the 
“church” will come back to haunt you in ever more 
brutal ways. This is wind beneath the wings of both 
EU opponents and all those whisky priests for whom 
preserving the prevailing stability is of paramount im-
portance, and who thus feel compelled to bang the 
drum for the “church” – even though, deep down, 
they are disinclined to believe in it. Cult followings of 
this kind are practically de rigeur in economic circles 
and we have outlined the problems associated with 
this attitude in Edition No. 18 of bergsicht, under the 
ambivalent title “Stability for our Time”.

C H A P T E R  3

Continuity through change
Churches have a habit of surviving schisms; the 

centripetal forces of a priesthood bent on clinging to 
power and a carefully cultivated clientele of net benefi-
ciaries enormously reduce the risk of a definitive rift, 
even if the doctrinal creeds are untenable and the lived 
reality of the Church Militant has proved rebarbative. 
Irrespective of the political preferences of your author 
(or indeed of his readers), we in Europe may as well get 
used to the idea that we will be living cheek by jowl 
with a powerful entity bearing the unmistakable impri-
matur of Brussels, Berlin and Paris for some time to 
come. Anything else would be wishful thinking.

This notwithstanding, we would venture to pre-
dict that the days of coherence are numbered. We cur-
rently see three options for the future development of 
the EU:

•  A largely pragmatic continuation of the oppor-
tunistic relativism that, for the sake of sheer 
survival, has been maintained for several years 
now; of the crisis mode that has been carried 
over from summit to summit; and of the skilful 
deployment of carrot (from the deep pockets of 
the European Central Bank) and stick (courte-
sy of tripartite commissions and similar execu-
tive bodies) to the member states – all  
buttressed by the potentially fallacious hope 
that growth will somehow splutter back into 
life at some point, allowing the worst structural 
deficits to be patched up.

• A kind of Counter-Reformation in which the EU’s 

original objectives are pursued with increased 
intensity; “now we really go for it” might be the 
mantra here. Such a development, known as 
“deepening”, will lead to the creation of a genu-
ine state and will almost inevitably culminate in 
monetary, economic and fiscal union. However, 
it is unlikely that every member state will be 
able to complete this transformation, as their 
interests are too divergent. Effectively, it will 
give rise to two or three community structures 
of differing depths, each with its own super-
structure and rules for co-existence.

• Retrenchment of the EU to what is possible and 
essential, i.e. to a large European free trade 
zone with neither a single currency nor the 
danger ous overlay of international solidarity 
(joint liability structures). In this scenario, 
some functions that can be sensibly maintained 
on a community basis, such as a common secu-
rity and migration policy in the Mediterranean 
or mechanisms to maximise freedom of move-
ment in education and research, may survive 
the old structure.
As ever, the “muddle through” scenario seems 

the most probable, especially as even an in-depth sur-
vey of the current personnel roster fails to reveal any 
personality capable of a “Counter-Reformation” or real 
reform in the sense of a retrenchment of the Union. 
The age of statesmen in the mould of De Gaulle or 
Adenauer has definitively passed. But beware – cometh 
the hour, cometh the man. Extraordinary events, such 
as the Brexit vote, and pressure from the masses – al-
legedly led astray by populists – may bring forth ex-
traordinary figures, for good or ill.

That we have – for now – not included within 
our gallery of scenarios the outright disintegration of the 
EU is partly a function of the ecclesiastical model we 
have selected (and indeed of the evident attractions of 
its doctrine) but also down to a purely practical consid-
eration: given the web of financial linkages between 
the nations of Europe, and the high mutual target bal-
ances of euro-area member states, we see no way for 
countries to leave the eurozone without triggering a 
new debt crisis. Sustained by the fiction that the debts 
can be repaid, the debtors and creditors involved have 
become tangled up in a cat’s cradle of thinly stretched 
financial guarantees. Freedom at a single bound,       
Brexit-style, is nigh on unthinkable for eurozone mem-
bers. We are therefore assuming that one of the scenar-
ios listed will prevail, even in the disagreeable event 
that a right-wing nationalist party carries the day in one 
of the core EU countries in the next round of elections; 
this would make cooperation in the Brussels convoca-
tion far more difficult, however, and the college of car-
dinals would have to accommodate the advent of 
apostate priests who might prove troublesome in the 
extreme… Such developments are not as outland ish as 
you might think.

Under all three of the scenarios described, we 
will be faced with significantly greater multiplicity in 
Europe than has been the case hitherto. If we carry on 
muddling through, this multiplicity will principally   
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arise as a consequence of the unpredictability of specif-
ic actions and initiatives. Stubborn insistence on sup-
posedly sacrosanct principles – e.g. in respect of 
immigration and the free movement of people in Swit-
zerland – is shamelessly mixed and matched with soph-
istry of the highest order in relation to precepts once 
considered Holy Writ – such as those set out in the 
Maastricht Treaty. The latter is famously no longer ca-
pable of eliciting even a tired smile, despite the fact 
that its fundaments were confirmed by Nice and Lis-
bon.

The “deepening” option is predicated, as we 
have said, upon long-anticipated economic and fiscal 
union. Those wishing to deepen will have to surrender 
territory elsewhere; deepening is tantamount to the 
creation of a state. This process, which to date has been 
executed piecemeal and sub rosa within the eurozone, 
could now be carried out more openly on the back of 
the Brexit vote. Our sense is that not every EU mem-
ber state will opt for closer union; deepening the Union 
without establishing at least one – perhaps even two – 
additional, shallower spheres is scarcely plausible.     
Wiser voices within the EU have recognised this. 
Whether they will be heard over the high priests, wed-
ded as these are to muddling through, remains to be 
seen, however. Whatever the case may be, a multiva-
lent model of two or more speeds prompted by deepen-
ing in a given set of member states will make for greater 
multiplicity, and that is the focus of this edition of   
bergsicht.

Equally, retrenchment would imply the demise 
of the ambitious, and ultimately all-endangering, euro 
project, ushering in a new multiplicity of currencies, 
and the anticipated devolution of responsibility for im-
migration would result in greater heterogeneity on the 
various employment markets than is the case under 
current arrangements. These factors, along with a 
re-acquired freedom to adjust one’s currency as neces-
sary, would give European countries far greater latitude 
to pursue economic policies that not only suit their 
particular domestic circumstances but are clearly dis-
tinguishable from those of other states.

We do not wish to pass judgment on what may 
be more or less desirable at this point, but note simply 
that we will have to put up with and/or learn to deal 
with greater diversity in the Europe of tomorrow. 
Things will undoubtedly be more complex, but the new 
situation will also result in both more room for ma-
noeuvre and more ways of manoeuvring. A one-size-
fits-all Europe has been history since 23 June 2016. The 
present and the future are all about European multi-
plicity.

C H A P T E R  4 

Losers’ revenge ?
Is our continent ploughing a lonely furrow with 

this shift towards greater diversity, or are similar phe-
nomena to be observed on a wider scale? We think 

there might be. A good twelve months ago, we charted 
the nationalist and mercantilist intent of what was 
then a new economic policy being pursued by Japa-
nese premier Shinzo Abe, and some of the plans he 
announced at the time have since been implemented. 
Several attempts were made to weaken the Japanese 
currency (all of which failed miserably), but the de-
fence budget has been massively ramped up and the 
rearmament of Japan continues apace (under the ac-
tively averted eyes of the Americans), mirroring the 
efforts of the Chinese to expand their maritime pres-
ence in the region. Vladimir Putin’s annexation of the 
once Ukrainian Crimea is a fait accompli and is ac-
knowledged as such by the West, whatever sanctions 
might be imposed upon Russia. There is every chance 
that Donald Trump, a self-proclaimed opponent of 
free trade and advocate of “hands-off ” foreign policy, 
will be elected the next president of the USA; and 
now, to cap it all, cracks are beginning to appear in the 
Old World – the very corner of the globe, in other 
words, where people until very recently were still 
talk ing about “Fortress Europe”. There is very little 
trace left of the homogeneity of the G7 or G8, let 
alone of the G20, that was taken for granted from the 
mid-90s of the last century; the opponents of globali-
sation appear nolens volens to have achieved their aims.

What we are witnessing has all the hallmarks of 
a pendulum swing: a burst of exuberant globalisation, 
followed by a yearning for the seclusion of one’s own 
four walls. The “globalisation losers” are taking over 
the reins. Distrust of uncontrollable factors holding 
sway over their lives means that “take back control” is 
the only thought that makes any sense. It is rooted in 
a feeling of helplessness in the face of forces that defy 
comprehension and invite suspicion. Any engineer or 
qualified industrial worker losing their job for the nth 
time because Western companies are allegedly no 
long er competitive understandably feels cheated of 
their personal potential. That your own company has 
to outsource some operations as it cannot defy the 
laws of economics can still just about be stomached, 
although scarcely a soul really welcomes such erosion 
of solidarity within the workforce; that conspicuous 
disregard for the international patent system com-
pounded by Chinese currency dumping in the West 
has been tolerated for a generation in the interests of 
foreign policy, in clear violation of WTO currency 
manipulation rules, has kindled a frustration among 
the lower middle classes on both sides of the Atlantic 
that is now beginning to find a voice.

How else should this disaffection be chan-
nelled, if not at a level at which “control” still exists 
and where something can still be achieved? Seen in 
this light, the nomination of Donald Trump and the 
Brexit result are absolutely logical. Experience has 
shown that sentiments expressed to superordinate, 
supranational entities, especially the European insti-
tutions, invariably fall on deaf ears, while views voiced 
at a domestic level are still capable of fomenting a re-
sponse – and herein lies a key explanation for the na-
tional(ist) focus of oppositional forces. The European 
Parliament is perceived as toothless and largely dys-
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functional; political clout is sought where it can be 
brought to bear, and this is at the level of the member 
states. The blanket argument against so-called “right-
wing nationalist populism” – which has routinely been 
trotted out in Switzerland since the no-confidence 
vote following the popular initiative against mass im-
migration, and is now also being flung in the face of 
the British Brexiteers – is thus simultaneously justi-
fied and unjust: yes, nationalist feelings are certainly 
being stoked and exploited, but there is scant alterna-
tive to articulating these emotions at a national level. 
This, in short, is the price of subsidiarity – much-vaunt-
ed but never backed up with substance – and of 
non-existent federalism.

“Pendulum swing” implies a controlled trajec-
tory in which every tick is followed by a tock. We con-
sider this paradigm a little too innocent and 
optimistic. As long as the process of regaining nation-
al control is as democratically structured and scrupu-
lously executed as it was in the United Kingdom, the 
situation will largely remain benign. If we are to pay 
any heed to the many Cassandras warning of un-
checked destabilisation, however, a more or less or-
dered and peaceable continuation of the Brexit 
decision does not really seem assured, even in our 
neck of the woods. How much more threatening 
would a revival of national interests seem if one were 
to take Donald Trump’s verbal election sallies serious-
ly? Vladimir Putin has left the world in no doubt over 
the last year about how egregious and ferocious the 
prosecution of national interests can become. Not 
that we have any immediate fears of civilised nations 
coming to blows; the threshold for a genuine outbreak 
of violence is presumably pretty high, even in the 
murkier regions of south-east Asia, as the risks are in-
calculable. The “losers’ revenge” is more likely to 
strike the global economy where it hurts most: in the 
pocket, with free trade. If the innocuous CETA agree-
ment between Canada and the EU is already threaten-
ing to collapse, how is the far more consequential 
TTIP treaty expected to survive?

Two souls therefore dwell in the breast of the 
unbiased, sceptical observer: while he welcomes any 
questioning of concepts and structures that he re-
gards as axiomatically dubious and delights in the 
prospect of greater multiplicity and competition among 
systems (with the added bonus of unsettling a qua-
si-elite, with its quasi-intellectual pretension to qua-
si-moral superiority), in an age of conspicuous 
interdependence, he also recoils in horror at the 
all-too-simplistic nostrums of “taking back control” 
and dreads a hand being replaced on the tiller at ex-
actly the point where it does not belong – i.e. in mat-
ters concerning goods, services and capital. Political 
conclusions drawn on the basis of race or tribe are of 
no use to him whatsoever, however much allure or 
ground they seem to gain, nor yet can he resign him-
self to implicit, tacit acceptance of nationalistic or 
imperialist aggression, whether it be on the Crimean 
Peninsula, in Iraq, in the South China Sea or else-
where in the world. Dealing with greater multiplicity 
in the world is clearly anything but a walk in the park.

C H A P T E R  5

Convergent vs. differentiating  
world-view

After 1989, i.e. after the collapse of the binary 
division between the free West and the East under the 
iron heel of the Soviet Union, the world seemed to con-
verge in almost every respect, becoming a more or less 
homogeneous amalgam. Constitutional democracy un-
der the rule of law, capitalism and the market economy 
had emerged victorious and seemed to have become 
templates of best practice for the entire world, leading 
Francis Fukuyama to predict the end of history. The 
task of administering this global model, keeping blind 
spots such as North Korea and Iran in check and nip-
ping rogue states in the bud, fell to the United States of 
America, the only remaining superpower, and to the 
United Nations, controlled – and largely financed – by 
the US. The expansion of the modern EU, with its de-
sire for equality and its proselytising zeal to spread this 
gospel across the European continent, was part of this 
wider monistic euphoria; “one size fits all” had become 
both a global model and a guiding principle for the re-
lentlessly expanding and deepening EU.

In the wake of the fruitless wars in the Middle 
East, and at the very latest since “Putin’s Deed” (see 
Edition No. 6 of bergsicht) in Ukraine and the blatant 
power grab by the Chinese in their own back yard (and 
indeed in more distant waters), this model of the world 
no longer stands up to scrutiny; history is back with a 
vengeance. New forms of government such as the 
neo-Ottoman, borderline-democratically mandated 
power exercised by the likes of Recep Erdoğan or the 
similarly (at best halfway democratic) council structure 
in Iran are coalescing into regimes that are recognised 
even by the West – evolving into administrations with 
which one has to co-exist and with which one might 
even wish to cooperate. And, as has been made equally 
and abundantly clear: in Europe, no sooner is history 
shown the door than it is back in through the window, 
with the Brits choosing a path less – indeed, never – 
travelled and parting ways with the bulk of mainland 
Europe. The place of the relatively homogeneous amal-
gam has been usurped by an array of distinctly divergent 
models and paths that must be selected or rejected if 
globalisation is somehow – albeit under quite new con-
ditions – to proceed. This is the crux of the matter and 
the quintessence of this edition of bergsicht: multiplici-
ty means choice. In a world where history seemed to 
have reached an end point, it was possible to accede 
passively to the old form of globalisation; now, we will 
actively have to make up our minds again.

The age of global uniformity brought forth a se-
ries of financial market products that internalised this 
concept of a largely homogeneous amalgam. Working 
from the reasonable assumption that asset allocation 
in a single, global market would eventually penetrate 
into every country and corner of the world, spanning 
every sector of the economy and percolating down to 
individual companies, aggregates and groupings were 
assembled with which any investor of any size could   
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incorporate the world, or parts of it at least, into their 
own private portfolio at the touch of a button. Against 
a backdrop of boundless confidence and enthusiasm, 
this expansion of globally orientated and organised 
cap italism spawned the likes of the MSCI World, 
MSCI Emerging Markets and many more indices, as 
well as the countless investment vehicles that rely upon 
them. The assumption of the end of history on the part 
of entrepreneurs and the prospect of the ultimate con-
vergence of everything with everything else encour-
aged passive acceptance of ongoing globalisation       
and/or passive participation in the process.

Such supine compliance was rendered easy and 
inexpensive through the use of index funds, most of 
which are weighted according to companies’ market 
capitalisation, or appropriate exchange-traded funds. 
Thanks to the ongoing involvement of investment 
banks and asset managers who make a living from 
dream ing up and marketing products, no effort has 
been spared in titillating the investor community with 
a seemingly endless pipeline of statistically gleaned for-
mulae for success. However, even the most “active” of 
these index-based investment vehicles are almost ex-
clusively passive, as they all take their cue from the 
over arching MSCI World or Emerging Markets Index; 
straying too far from the fold of the index is not per-
mitted, as doing so would result in a serious tracking 
error (deviation from the statistical mean set by the in-
dex). This average quotient is the mathematical equiv-
alent of what we have termed “convergence” or a 
“large ly homogeneous amalgam”, and yet it is a mean 
ultimately without a meaning, in that it seeks to cap-
ture a reality that does not actually exist – nor has ever 
existed, even in the days of peak globalisation eupho-
ria; under the aegis of the new multiplicity, the notion 
is now becoming more nonsensical still. To overegg the 
pudding slightly: aggregates such as the MSCI World 
or indeed the MSCI Emerging Markets index are, at 
most, vaguely plausible proxies for a more nuanced re-
flection of investor requirements; in the end, they are 
risk minimisation tools for asset managers, designed to 
relieve them of the burden of having to make qualified 
choices. Or in slightly more folksy terms (and harking 
back to our ruminations on Mediterranean stews),   
these indices amount to little more than a hodgepodge 
of barely distinguishable ingredients of indeterminate 
cast and quality – a fundamentally misconstrued and 
misconceived minestrone, as it were. 

C H A P T E R  6

Discrimination as a megatrend
We thus need to find ways of dealing consciously 

and capably with (increased) multiplicity. The techni-
cal term for this process is “discrimination”, a locution 
that differs from customary usage in that it harbours no 
negative connotations. Discrimination relies on differ-
entiation, on acknowledgment of the reality and exis-
tence of difference and multiplicity. In other words, 

discrimination is the process whereby humans attempt 
to derive benefit from difference. These days, anyone 
wishing to reserve a hotel room in a strange town will 
typically head straight for an online booking platform 
and consult the reviews left by previous guests; in the 
past, hotel stars were the only way of separating the 
sheep from the goats. If you order an Uber cab, you can 
now browse at your leisure through driver ratings left 
by other Uber passengers; such practices are unthink-
able in the conventional taxi trade, and the quality of 
service is often correspondingly poor. If you cause a 
traffic accident, you can expect to pay higher insurance 
premiums for years to come – back in the day, before 
such discrimination, “stupid” (i.e. safe) drivers were in 
effect required to subsidise reckless motorists; it was 
what used to be known as solidarity.

Taking the trouble to identify processes in which 
such avenues for discrimination have induced change 
over the last ten to fifteen years – whether on your 
doorstep or at a greater remove – is a very worthwhile 
exercise. In addition to the examples mentioned, their 
ranks extend from the “most-read” or “most-comment-
ed” newspaper articles through ratings for school 
teachers and university professors to the Swiss Federal 
Railways’ new app, which displays the occupancy rate 
of individual trains – a prelude to discriminatory pric-
ing: the emptier the train, the cheaper the ticket you’ll 
be able to buy for your journey, and vice versa. All these 
new discriminations go hand in hand with the lowering 
of information and transaction costs made possible by 
the internet. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that 
this fundamental human need for differentiation and 
discrimination is one of the mainsprings of the web.

The more particularised the world becomes – 
that is to say, the more multiplicity holds sway – the less 
meaningful so-called “commodities” become. The tra-
ditional notion of a commodity includes goods that are 
homogeneous (i.e. impossible or difficult to distinguish 
from others of the same kind) and easily substitutable 
– such as petrol, gravel, wheat, pork bellies or the like. 
We predict that these kinds of commodities will cease 
to exist, or at least drastically shrink in significance. 
Why? Because it is now technically possible to differ-
entiate in a more granular way between products – and 
hence between costings – and so open the way for a dis-
criminating choice. The “internet of things” (intelli-
gent machines) and “smart contracts” (self-executing 
legal agreements capable of differentiation) will accel-
erate this development still further. In some domains, 
the great leap to the management of multiplicity has 
already been made. Who just orders “a glass of red 
wine” of indeterminate provenance these days? We ex-
pect a clear appellation, including vintage, in even the 
most rough-and-ready eatery, and what was a no-brain-
er for wine has already spread to meat products and is 
about to make inroads into the markets for rice, wheat 
and vegetables, too.

The process of managing multiplicity, or ena-
bling people to do so, has long since become a business 
model. We await with some anticipation the discus-
sions in which discrimination as a commercial policy 
starts to push the ethical envelope or challenge the    
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political correctness lobby’s disavowal of differentiat-
ion. Insurance companies are especially exposed in this 
respect, as money can be made fairly directly here by 
discriminating between population groups and co-
horts: higher liability premiums for both young drivers 
and motorists over 70; cheaper health insurance for 
veg etarians or regular joggers (who consent to their 
training data being uploaded to the insurance company 
via their smartwatches); higher pension fund conver-
sion rates for smokers – and so on… Here, too, negoti-
ating multiplicity is anything but a walk in the park.

C H A P T E R  7

Emerging markets: unparalleled  
multiplicity? 

As a think tank with a long-held interest in fi-
nancial markets, we have subjected the developing 
country/emerging market investment category, as 
subsumed in the MSCI Emerging Markets Index 
mentioned above, to closer analysis in recent months. 
Our starting point was the sobering realisation that 
investments in this class have been loss-making (to 
the tune of 16%) over the last five years while the 
broader-based index of the so-called developed coun-
tries have made gains of 42% (all figures in USD) over 
the same period. As is almost always the case, a longer 
timescale improves results: the Emerging Markets In-
dex has gained no less than 285% since 2001, while the 
MSCI World has a mere 122% to show for itself. But 
there is no sense in crying over spilt milk. Looking to 
the future, though, we felt bound to ask: is there any 
sense in continuing to rely on an aggregate like the 
MSCI Emerging Markets Index, or has the multiplic-
ity of characteristics in this sector become so great 
that assuming any degree of homogeneity or conver-
gence is absurd? We are convinced that it is worth go-
ing the extra mile to discriminate.

The MSCI Emerging Markets has presumably 
never been a particularly meaningful mélange, as it is 
little more than a random assortment of countries 
that failed to make the cut for the MSCI World: Bra-
zil, Mexico, China, Taiwan, India, Malaysia, Indone-
sia, South Africa, Russia, Turkey, Egypt and eleven 
other countries, including South Korea and Greece 
(yes!). The world has of course changed radically since 
the index was first compiled in 1988; South Korea 
should have found a place in the MSCI World long 
ago, while one could easily picture the odd “devel-
oped” country relegated to this second division. But 
that is not the actual problem – any compilation will 
be a tad arbitrary and have a half-life in a dynamic 
economic landscape. The question is rather: is it in 
any meaningful sense possible to manage the 
multiplic ity of the emerging world with this or a simi-
larly weighted aggregate? We think not; correlations 
be tween individual countries in time series dating as 
far back as the year 2000 are low (generally some-
where between 0.5 and 0.7).

We then proceeded to investigate how depend-
ent the trajectories of individual national indices are 
on specific determinants such as domestic and US 
economic growth, the debt situation, the perfor-
mance of the international interest rate markets, in-
flation, foreign exchange reserves, oil prices and 
commodity prices relevant to the nation in question, 
and, where appropriate, exports of finished goods. 
Our observations suggest that no comparisons can in 
fact be drawn between any of these countries; the single 
largest commonality is that emerging countries are 
shunned by investors across the board during times of 
crisis, but that is just about it. Higher oil prices typi-
cally provide a fillip to most of the national indices, 
but the effect is relatively insignificant. Beyond this, 
certain countries (Brazil, for example) are more likely 
to react to the US Fed’s monetary policy, while others 
are highly sensitive to changes in agricultural prices 
(surprisingly, Mexico far more than agrarian Brazil) 
and others again (India, Indonesia) to the state of the 
global construction sector. It might be possible to 
create plausible sub-groups with a view to bundling 
characteristics, but to lump them all in together – in 
one pot?! Russia, which is genuinely getting more na-
tionalist by the minute, marinating alongside an ever 
more inward-looking Brazil? India, which is getting 
smarter by the day, simmering next to a China that is 
pivoting towards domestic consumption? Mexico, 
which pins its hopes on its proximity to the USA,   
hashed with ailing Egypt? Can a gallimaufry with so 
many imponderable ingredients really replace con-
scious   diversification?

Passive investment and/or “active” asset alloca-
tion that closely tracks the benchmark creates a kind 
of de facto community of solidarity among extremely dif-
ferent countries, as capital providers have a finger in 
the pie almost everywhere but are never really invest-
ed anywhere. This community of states that have 
nothing whatsoever in common except having had 
such solidarity thrust upon them is then dubbed the 
“BRICS” or “developing countries and emerging mar-
kets”. Again, such constructs have all the hallmarks of 
a misconceived minestrone.

So how do we manage multiplicity? We believe 
the answer lies in greater selectivity, especially if opti-
mal diversification is the name of the game. This is 
not as paradoxical as it may sound. Diversification as-
sumes specific knowledge of the investments in ques-
tion; anything else is a magical mystery tour with an 
unknown destination. Not everything that can some-
how be financed on the global capital market is intrin-
sically worthy of investment. Every investor – even an 
institutional one with a global footprint – has their 
own set of conditions and parameters as well as their 
own specific, subjective preferences. We have yet to 
meet an investor who matches the profile of the 
MSCI World or MSCI Emerging Markets, let alone 
one who would be prepared to measure their invest-
ment performance in the IMF’s global composite cur-
rency known as “special drawing rights” or SDRs; the 
bottom line is that everyone pays in USD, EUR, GBP 
or CHF. Because every investor is distinctive – not 
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some kind of amorphous amalgam – the multifarious 
world we inhabit cannot be managed in a convergent 
way; diversity demands differentiation. “Taking back 
control” will always involve certain costs, as selectivi-
ty requires due diligence and analysis, but in a world 
that is becoming ever more divergent, the returns are 
likely to exceed these additional outlays by a consider-
able margin.

C H A P T E R  8

The opportunity of multiplicity
The journey undertaken in this 20th edition of 

bergsicht has transported us from holiday memories to 
the historic Brexit vote and onwards to musings on the 
possible future shape of continental Europe. We con-
clude that the affair is a prime opportunity to jolt the EU 
out of its fatally flawed tailspin of ever greater homoge-
neity and back towards wider diversity. We are not blind 
to the risks that such a process entails, but we consider 
these less harmful than the current project, ultimately 
doomed to failure, that is fixated on ever closer union 
within a barely governable superstate. The Brexit vote 
may have galvanised a recalibration of the EU’s goals and 
expectations at just the right time.

The transition towards greater multiplicity in Eu-
rope is in line with trends across the planet as a whole, 
which has become more alive to differing developmental 
paths, cultural preconditions and speeds. Our motto 
two years ago was “re-nationalisation”; today’s watch-
words are “greater differentiation” and “greater discrim-
ination”, not just at the level of the nation state, but at 
every possible juncture. We see the world less and less as 
a single, controllable monolith and more as a highly 
complex, heterogeneous mosaic, comprising an extra-
ordinary palette of colours, contrasts and opportunities 
– as well as some (potentially lethal) risks. With all this in 
mind, we recommend investors adopt a more selective 
stance precisely in order to achieve truer and more con-
scious diversification. To repeat: diversity demands dif-
ferentiation.

One pressing question remains: will a world that 
is significantly less convergent be riskier and less con-
trollable? Thinking back to F. A. von Hayek’s criticism of 
the Procrustean constructivists, our response would be a 
forthright “no!” With the proviso that more or less open 
markets for goods, services and capital are allowed to ex-
ert their influence, the gentle power of the “invisible 
hand” will inexorably bring about what cannot be achiev-
ed by any constructivist efforts. Multiplicity does not 
have to exclude common standards, nor yet global man-
agement of externalities – in environmental matters, for 
example; the swing towards greater discrimination we 
have suggested will automatically bring such external ef-
fects closer to home for their author(s) and reduce the 
harmful solidarity with which collective solutions are 
necessarily freighted.

The world has endured repeated systemic crises 
over the last twenty years of unrelenting convergence; 

given the shift towards greater multiplicity we have de-
scribed, there is good reason to be more optimistic than 
many people are at present.
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